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Calculating energy derivatives for quantum chemistry on a
quantum computer
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Leonardo DiCarlo3,4 and Lucas Visscher 2
Modeling chemical reactions and complicated molecular systems has been proposed as the “killer application” of a future quantum
computer. Accurate calculations of derivatives of molecular eigenenergies are essential toward this end, allowing for geometry
optimization, transition state searches, predictions of the response to an applied electric or magnetic field, and molecular dynamics
simulations. In this work, we survey methods to calculate energy derivatives, and present two new methods: one based on
quantum phase estimation, the other on a low-order response approximation. We calculate asymptotic error bounds and
approximate computational scalings for the methods presented. Implementing these methods, we perform geometry optimization
on an experimental quantum processor, estimating the equilibrium bond length of the dihydrogen molecule to within 0:014 Å of
the full configuration interaction value. Within the same experiment, we estimate the polarizability of the H2 molecule, finding
agreement at the equilibrium bond length to within 0:06 a.u. (2% relative error).
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INTRODUCTION
Quantum computers are at the verge of providing solutions for
certain classes of problems that are intractable on a classical
computer.1 As this threshold nears, an important next step is to
investigate how these new possibilities can be translated into
useful algorithms for specific scientific domains. Quantum
chemistry has been identified as a key area where quantum
computers can stop being science and start doing science.2–5 This
observation has lead to an intense scientific effort towards
developing and improving quantum algorithms for simulating
time evolution6,7 and calculating ground state energies8–11 of
molecular systems. Small prototypes of these algorithms have
been implemented experimentally with much success.10,12–15
However, advances over the last century in classical computa-
tional chemistry methods, such as density functional theory
(DFT),16 coupled cluster (CC) theory,17 and quantum Monte-Carlo
methods,18 set a high bar for quantum computers to make impact
in the field.
The ground and/or excited state energy is only one of the
targets for quantum chemistry calculations. For many applications
one also needs to be able to calculate the derivatives of the
molecular electronic energy with respect to a change in the
Hamiltonian.19,20 For example, the energy gradient (or first-order
derivative) for nuclear displacements is used to search for minima,
transition states, and reaction paths21 that characterize a
molecular potential energy surface (PES). They also form the basis
for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to dynamically explore
the phase space of the system in its electronic ground state22 or,
after a photochemical transition, in its electronically excited
state.23 While classical MD usually relies on force-fields which are
parameterized on experimental data, there is a growing need to
obtain these parameters on the basis of accurate quantum
chemical calculations. One can easily foresee a powerful
combination of highly accurate forces generated on a quantum
computer with machine-learning algorithms for the generation of
reliable and broadly applicable force-fields.24 This route might be
particularly important in exploring excited state PES and non-
adiabatic coupling terms, which are relevant in describing light-
induced chemical reactions.25–27 Apart from these perturbations
arising from changing the nuclear positions, it is also of interest to
consider the effect that small external electric and/or magnetic
fields have on the molecular energy. These determine well-known
molecular properties, such as the (hyper)polarizability, magnetiz-
ability, A- and g-tensors, nuclear magnetic shieldings, among
others.
Although quantum algorithms have been suggested to
calculate derivatives of a function represented on a quantum
register,28–32 or of derivatives of a variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) for optimization purposes,33,34 the extraction of molecular
properties from quantum simulation has received relatively little
focus. To the best of our knowledge only three investigations; in
geometry optimization and molecular energy derivatives,35
molecular vibrations,36 and the linear response function;37 have
been performed to date.
In this work, we survey methods for the calculation of molecular
energy derivatives on a quantum computer. We calculate
estimation errors and asymptotic convergence rates of these
methods, and detail the classical pre- and post-processing
required to convert quantum computing output to the desired
quantities. As part of this, we detail two new methods for such
derivative calculations. The first involves simultaneous quantum
phase and transition amplitude (or propagator) estimation, which
we name “propagator and phase estimation” (PPE). The second is
based on truncating the Hilbert space to an approximate
(relevant) set of eigenstates, which we name the “eigenstate
truncation approximation” (ETA). We use these methods to
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perform geometry optimization of the H2 molecule on a super-
conducting quantum processor, as well as its response to a small
electric field (polarizability), and find excellent agreement with the
full configuration interaction (FCI) solution.
RESULTS
Let Ĥ be a Hamiltonian on a 2Nsys -dimensional Hilbert space (e.g.,
the Fock space of an Nsys-spin orbital system), which has
eigenstates
Ĥ Ψj
  ¼ Ej Ψj ; (1)
ordered by the energies Ej . In this definition, the Hamiltonian is
parametrized by the specific basis set that is used and has
additional coefficients λ1; λ2; ¼ , which reflect fixed external
influences on the electronic energy (e.g., change in the structure
of the molecule, or an applied magnetic or electric field). An dth-
order derivative of the ground state energy with respect to the
parameters λi is then defined as
Dd1;d2;¼λ1;λ2;¼ ¼




where d ¼Pidi . As quantum computers promise exponential
advantages in calculating the ground state E0 itself, it is a natural
question to ask how to efficiently calculate such derivatives on a
quantum computer.
The quantum chemical Hamiltonian
A major subfield of computational chemistry concerns solving the
electronic structure problem. Here, the system takes a second-
quantized ab initio Hamiltonian, written in a basis of molecular







gpqrs ÊpqÊrs  δq;r Êps
 
; (3)
where Êpq ¼ ĉypĉq and ĉyp (ĉp) creates (annihilates) an electron in
the molecular spinor ϕp . With Eq. (3) relativistic and nonrelativistic
realizations of the method only differ in the definition of the
matrix elements hpq and gpqrs.
38 A common technique is to assume
pure spin-orbitals and integrate over the spin variable. As we want
to develop a formalism that is also valid for relativistic calculations,
we will remain working with spinors in this work. Adaptation to a
spinfree formalism is straightforward, and will not affect
computational scaling and error estimates.
The electronic Hamiltonian defined above depends parame-
trically on the nuclear positions, both explicitly via the nuclear
potential and implicitly via the molecular orbitals that change
when the nuclei are displaced.
Asymptotic convergence of energy derivative estimation methods
In this section, we present and compare various methods for
calculating energy derivatives on a quantum computer. In Table 1,
we estimate the computational complexity of all studied methods
in terms of the system size Nsys and the estimation error ϵ. We also
indicate which methods require quantum phase estimation (QPE),
as these require longer coherence times than variational methods.
Many methods benefit from the amplitude estimation algorithm,39
which we have included costings for. We approximate the scaling
in Nsys between a best-case scenario (a lattice model with a low-
weight energy derivative and aggressive truncation of any
approximations), and a worst-case scenario (the electronic
structure problem with a high-weight energy derivative and less
aggressive truncation). The lower bounds obtained here are
competitive with classical codes, suggesting that these methods
will be tractable for use in large-scale quantum computing.
However, the upper bounds will need reduction in future work to
be practical, e.g., by implementing the strategies suggested in
ref. 11,33,40
For wavefunctions in which all parameters are variationally
optimized, the Hellmann–Feynman theorem allows for ready







This expectation value may be estimated by repeated measure-
ment of a prepared ground state on a quantum computer (Section
IV C), and classical calculation of the coefficients of the Hermitian
operator ∂Ĥ=∂λ (See Supplementary methods). If state preparation
is performed using a VQE, estimates of the expectation values in
Eq. (4) will often have already been obtained during the
variational optimization routine. If one is preparing a state via
QPE, one does not get these expectation values for free, and must
repeatedly measure the quantum register on top of the phase
Table 1. Calculated performance of the energy derivative estimation methods suggested in this work. The computation time scaling as a function of
the estimation error ϵ is given, alongside an approximate range of scalings with respect to the system size N sys. Calculation details, full




Time scaling ϵ2 y ϵ2 * ϵ2 y ϵdþ1 y
with ϵ ϵ2 * ϵ2 * ϵ
dþ2
2 *
(fixed Nsys) ϵ1 ** ϵ1 ** ϵ1 ∇
Time scaling N4sys  N13sys y N4sys  N17:5sys * N8sys  N21sys y N4sys  N13sys y
with Nsys N4sys  N15sys * N8sys  N23sys * N2sys  N7sys *
(approx, fixed ϵ) N3:5sys  N11sys ** N6:5sys  N17sys ** N2sys  N7sys ∇
Error sources Basis set error Basis set error Basis set error Basis set error
unaccounted for State error (y, **) Resolution error Truncation error State error (y, **)
Req. Ĥ sim. ,  All ,  , ∇
†denotes performance estimates when using a VQE for state preparation, *denotes performance when using QPE for state preparation, **denotes performance
if the amplitude amplification technique39 is used (which requires a VQE for state preparation), and ∇denotes performing differentiation on a quantum
computer using the methods of Kassal et al.28,35 (which requires the ability to call the Hamiltonian as a quantum oracle as a function of the system parameters).
Details of errors not accounted for are given in Methods.We further note whether methods require phase estimation (which requires long coherence times)
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estimation routine. Such measurement is possible even with
single-ancilla QPE methods which do not project the system
register into the ground state (see Section IV I). Regardless of the
state preparation method, the estimation error may be calculated
by summing the sampling noise of all measured terms (assuming
the basis set error and ground state approximation errors are
minimal).
The Hellmann–Feynman theorem cannot be so simply
extended to higher-order energy derivatives. We now study three
possible methods for such calculations. The PPE method uses
repeated rounds of QPE to measure the frequency-domain
Green’s function, building on previous work on Green’s function
techniques.37,42,43 We may write an energy derivative via
perturbation theory as a sum of products of path amplitudes A
and energy coefficients f A. For example, a second order energy

















E0  Ej ;
(5)
allowing us to identify two amplitudes



















and two corresponding energy coefficients
f 1ðE0; EjÞ ¼ 2E0  Ej ; f 2 ¼ 1: (8)







; ¼ ; jXA1 Re Aðj1; ¼ ; jXA1Þ
h i
´ fAðE0; Ej1 ; ¼ ; EjXA1Þ;
(9)
where XA counts the number of excitations in the path. As this is
different from the number of responses of the wavefunction, XA
does not follow the 2nþ 1 rule; rather, XA  d. The amplitudes A
take the form1













These may be estimated simultaneously with the corresponding
energies Ejx by applying rounds of QPE in between excitations by
operators P̂x (Section IV J). One may then classically calculate the
energy coefficients f A, and evaluate Eq. (9). Performing such
calculation over an exponentially large number of eigenstates
Ψjx
  would be prohibitive. However, the quantum computer
naturally bins small amplitudes of nearby energy with a resolution
Δ controllable by the user. We expect the resolution error to be
smaller than the error in estimating the amplitudes
Aðj1; ¼ ; jXA1Þ (Section IV L); we use the latter for the results in
Table 1.
In lieu of the ability to perform the long circuits required for
phase estimation, one may approximate the sum over (exponen-
tially many) eigenstates Ψj
  in Eq. (9) by taking a truncated set of
(polynomially many) approximate eigenstates ~Ψj
 . We call such
an approximation the eigenstate truncation approximation, or ETA
for short. However, on a quantum computer, we expect both to
better approximate the true ground state Ψ0j i, and to have a
wider range of approximate excited states.14,40,44–46 In this work,
we focus on the quantum subspace expansion (QSE) method.40
This method proceeds by generating a set of NE vectors χ j
 E
connected to the ground state Ψ0j i by excitation operators Êj
χ j
 E ¼ Êj Ψ0j i: (11)
This is similar to truncating the Hilbert space using a linear
excitation operator in the (classical) equation of motion CC
(EOMCC) approach.47 The χ j
 E states are not guaranteed to be
orthonormal; the overlap matrix
SðQSEÞj;k ¼ hχ jjχki; (12)
is not necessarily the identity. To generate the set ~Ψj
  of
orthonormal approximate eigenstates, one can calculate the
projected Hamiltonian matrix
HðQSEÞj;k ¼ hχ j jĤjχki; (13)
and solve the generalized eigenvalue problem
Ĥ
ðQSEÞ
v!ðjÞ ¼ ~Ej ŜðQSEÞ v!ðjÞ ! ~Ψj
  ¼X
l
v!ðjÞl χ lj i: (14)
Regardless of the method used to generate the eigenstates
~Ψj
 , the dominant computational cost of the ETA is the need to
estimate N2E matrix elements. Furthermore, to combine all matrix
elements with constant error requires the variance of each
estimation to scale as N2E (assuming the error in each term is
independent). This implies that, in the absence of amplitude
amplification, the computational complexity scales as N4E. Taking
all single-particle excitations sets NE / N2sys. However, in a lattice
model one might consider taking only local excitations, setting
NE / Nsys. Further reductions to NE will increase the systematic
error from Hilbert space truncation (Section IV M), although this
may be circumvented somewhat by extrapolation.
For the sake of completeness, we also consider here the cost of
numerically estimating an energy derivative by estimating the















Here, the latter formula is preferable if one has direct access to the
derivative in a VQE via the Hellmann–Feynman theorem, while the
former is preferable when one may estimate the energy directly
via QPE. In either case, the sampling noise (Section IV C and
Section IV G) is amplified by the division of δλ. This error then
competes with the Oðδλ2Þ finite difference error, the balancing of
which leads to the scaling laws in Table 1. This competition can be
negated by coherently copying the energies at different λ to a
quantum register of L ancilla qubits and performing the finite
difference calculation there.28,48 Efficient circuits (and lower
bounds) for the complexity of such an algorithm have not been
determined, and proposed methods involve coherent calculation
of the Hamiltonian coefficients on a quantum register. This would
present a significant overhead on a near-term device, but with
additive and better asymptotic scaling than the QPE step itself
(which we use for the results in Table 1).
1Higher order (d  4) amplitudes will eventually contain terms
corresponding to disconnected excitations, which then are products
of multiple terms of the form of Eq. (10). Our procedure may be
extended to include these contributions; we have excluded them here
for the sake of readibility.
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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Geometry optimization on a superconducting quantum device
To demonstrate the use of energy derivatives directly calculated
from a quantum computing experiment, we perform geometry
optimization of the diatomic H2 molecule, using two qubits of a
superconducting transmon device. (Details of the experiment are
given in Section IV N.) Geometry optimization aims to find the
ground state molecular geometry by minimizing the ground state
energy E0ðRÞ as a function of the atomic co-ordinates Ri . In this
small system, rotational and translational symmetries reduce this
to a minimization as a function of the bond distance RHH In Fig. 1,
we illustrate this process by sketching the path taken by Newton’s
minimization algorithm from a very distant initial bond distance
(RHH ¼ 1:5 Å). At each step of the minimization we show the
gradient estimated via the Hellmann–Feynman theorem. New-
ton’s method additionally requires access to the Hessian, which
we calculated via the ETA (details given in Section IV N). The
optimization routine takes 5 steps to converge to a minimum
bond length of 0:749 Å, within 0:014 Å of the target FCI
equilibrium bond length (given the chosen STO-3G basis set). To
demonstrate the optimization stability, we performed 100
simulations of the geometry optimization experiment on the
quantumsim density–matrix simulator,49 with realistic sampling
noise and coherence time fluctuations (details given in Section IV
O). We plot all simulated optimization trajectories on Fig. 1, and
highlight the median ðRHH; EðRHHÞÞ of the first 7 steps. Despite
the rather dramatic variations between different gradient descent
simulations, we observe all converging to within similar error bars,
showing that our methods are indeed stable.
To study the advantage in geometry optimization from direct
estimation of derivatives on a quantum computer, we compare in
Fig. 2 our performance with gradient-free (Nelder–Mead) and
Hessian-free (Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) optimization
routines. We also compare the performance of the Newton’s
method with an approximate Hessian from Hartree–Fock (HF)
theory. All methods converge to near-identical minima, but all
methods using experimentally provided gradient information
converge about four times as fast as Nelder–Mead. The
density–matrix simulations predict that the ETA method Hessians
provide less stable convergence than the HF Hessians; we
attribute this to the fact that the HF Hessian at a fixed bond
distance does not fluctuate between iterations. We also find that
the separation between Hessian and Hessian-free gradient
descent methods is insignificant in this one-dimensional problem.
However we expect this to become more stark at larger system
sizes, as is observed typically in numerical optimization.50
To separate the performance of the energy derivative estima-
tion from the optimization routine, we study the error in the
energy E, the Jacobian J and Hessian K given as ϵA ¼ jAFCI  Aexptj,
ðA ¼ E; J; KÞ: In Fig. 3, we plot these errors for different bond
distances. For comparison we additionally plot the error in the HF
Hessian approximation. We observe that the ETA Hessian is
significantly closer than the HF-approximated Hessian to the true
value, despite the similar performance in geometry optimization.
The accuracy of the ETA improves at large bond distance, where
the HF approximation begins to fail, giving hope that the ETA
Hessian will remain appropriate in strongly correlated systems
where this occurs as well. We also observe that the error in the
ETA Hessian is approximately two times smaller than that of the
energy, which we believe comes from error mitgation inherent in
Fig. 1 Illustration of geometry optimization of the H2 molecule. A
classical optimization algorithm (Newton) minimizes the estimation
of the true ground state energy (dark blue curve) on a super-
conducting transmon quantum computer (red crosses) as a function
of the bond distance RHH . To improve convergence, the quantum
computer provides estimates of the FCI gradient (red arrows) and
the Hessian calculated with the response method. Dashed vertical
lines show the position of the FCI and estimated minima (error
0:014Å). Light blue dashed lines show the median value of 100
density matrix simulations (Section IV O) of this optimization, with
the shaded region the corresponding interquartile range.
Fig. 2 Comparison of geometry optimization via different classical
optimization routines, using a quantum computer to return energies
and Jacobians as required, and estimating Hessians as required
either via the ETA on the experimental device, or the Hartree–Fock
(HF) approximation on a classical computer. Each algorithm was run
till termination with a tolerance of 103, so as to be comparable to
the final error in the system. (Inset) bar plot of the number of
function evaluations of the four compared methods. Light blue
points correspond to median Nfev from 100 density-matrix simula-
tions (Section IV O) of geometry optimization, and error bars to the
interquartile ranges.
Fig. 3 Absolute error in energies and energy derivatives from an
experimental quantum computation on 11 points of the bond
dissociation curve of H2. The error is dominated here by
experimental sources (in particular qubit decay channels); error
bars from sampling noise are smaller than the points themselves.
Continuous lines connect the median value of 100 density matrix
simulations at each points, with the shaded region corresponding to
errors to the interquartile range.
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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the QSE protocol.40 The large fluctuations in the error in the
gradient (large green shaded area) suggest that the estimation
error in these points is mostly stochastic and not biased (unlike
the error in the energy, which is variationally bound).
Polarizability estimation
A key property to model in quantum chemistry is the
polarizability, which describes the tendency of an atom or
molecule to acquire an induced dipole moment due to a change
in an external electric field F
!
. The polarizability tensor may be








:2 In Fig. 4, we calculate the
z-component of the polarizability tensor of H2 in the ETA, and
compare it to FCI and HF polarizability calculations on a classical
computer. We observe good agreement to the target FCI result at
low RHH, finding a 0:060 a.u. (2:1%) error at the equilibrium bond
distance (including the inaccuracy in estimating this distance).
However, our predictions deviate from the exact result signifi-
cantly at large bond distance (RHH\1:2 Å). We attribute this
deviation to the transformation used to reduce the description of
H2 to a two-qubit device (see Section IV N), which is no longer
valid when adding the dipole moment operator to the Hamilto-
nian. To confirm this, we classically compute the FCI polarizability
following the same transformation (which corresponds to
projecting the larger operator onto a 2-qubit Hilbert space). We
find excellent agreement between this and the result from the
quantum device across the entire bond dissociation curve. This
implies that simulations of H2 on a 4-qubit device should match
the FCI result within experimental error.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have surveyed possible methods for estimating
energy gradients on a quantum computer, including two new
techniques of our own design. We have estimated the computa-
tional complexity of these methods, both in terms of the accuracy
required for the result and the size of the studied system. We have
demonstrated the use of these methods on a small-scale quantum
computing experiment, obtaining the equilibrium bond length of
the H2 molecule to 0:014 Å (2%) of the target FCI value, and
estimating the polarizability at this bond length to within 0:060 a.u.
(2:1%) of the same target.
Our methods do not particularly target the ground state over
any other eigenstate of the system, and so can be used out-of-
the-box for gradient estimation for excited state chemistry. They
hold further potential for calculating frequency-domain Green’s
functions in strongly correlated physics systems (as PPE estimates
the gradient through a Green’s function calculation). However,
throughout this work we made the assumption that the gap δ
between ground and excited state energies was sufficiently large
to not be of concern (namely that δ / N1sys). Many systems of
interest (such as high-temperature superconductors) are char-
acterized by gap closings in the continuum limit. How this affects
PPE is an interesting question for future work. Further investiga-
tion is also required to improve some of the results drawn upon
for this work, in particular reducing the number of measurements




The one- and two-electron integrals defining the fermionic Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3) are obtained from a preliminary HF calculation that is assumed to be
easily feasible on a classical computer. In non-relativistic theory the one-









where VðrÞ is the electron-nuclear attraction potential from fixed nuclei at







For simplicity we used a finite difference technique to compute the matrix
representations of perturbations corresponding to a change in nuclear
coordinates and an external electric field
∂Ĥ
∂λ






 Ĥðλþ δλÞ þ Ĥðλ δλÞ  2ĤðλÞ
δλ2
; (20)
where δλ ¼ 0:001 corresponds to a small change in λ. The above
(perturbed) quantum chemical Hamiltonians have been determined within
the Dirac program51 and transformed into qubit Hamiltonians using the
OpenFermion52 package. This uses the newly developed, freely available53
OpenFermion-Dirac interface, allowing for the simulation of relativistic
quantum chemistry calculations on a quantum computer. While a finite
difference technique was sufficient for the present purpose, such schemes
are sensitive to numerical noise and have a high computational cost when
applied to larger molecular systems. A consideration of the analytical
calculation of energy derivatives can be found in the Supplementary
methods.
Approximate bound calculation details
In this section we detail our method for calculating the approximate
bounds in Table 1. We first estimate the error ϵ (Table 2, first row; details of
the non-trivial calculations for the PPE and ETA methods given in Section
IV H and Section IV M), respectively. Separately, we may calculate the time
cost by multiplying the number of circuits, the number of repetitions of
said circuits (nm, Nm, and K depending on the method), and the time cost
of each circuit (Table 2, second row). (This assumes access to only a single
quantum processor, and can in some situations be improved by
simultaneous measurement of commuting terms, as discussed in Section
IV C.) We then choose the scaling of the number of circuit repetitions as a
function of the other metaparameters to fix ϵ constant (Table 2, third row).
We finally substitute the lower and upper bounds for these metapara-
meters in terms of the system size as stated throughout the remaining
sections. For reference, we summarize these bounds in Table 3.
Quantum simulation of the electronic structure problem —
preliminaries
To represent the electronic structure problem on a quantum computer, we
need to rewrite the fermionic creation and annihilation operators ĉyi , ĉi in
Fig. 4 Estimated polarizability of the hydrogen molecule as a function
of the bond distance, in atomic units (1 a.u.= 0.14818471Å3).
2The first-order derivative ∂E=∂Fi gives the dipole moment, which is
also of interest, but is zero for the hydrogen molecule.
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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terms of qubit operators (e.g., elements of the Pauli basis
PN ¼ fI; X; Y; ZgN). This is necessarily a non-local mapping, as local
fermionic operators anti-commute, while qubit operators commute. A
variety of such transformations are known, including the
Jordan–Wigner,54,55 and Bravyi–Kitaev56 transformations, and more recent
developments.57–64
After a suitable qubit representation has been found, we need to design
quantum circuits to implement unitary transformations. Such circuits must
be constructed from an appropriate set of primitive units, known as a
(universal) gate-set. For example, one might choose the set of all single-
qubit operators, and a two-qubit entangling gate such as the controlled-
NOT, C-Phase, or iSWAP gates.65 One can then build the unitary operators
eiθP̂ for P̂ 2 PN exactly (in the absence of experimental noise) with a
number of units and time linear in the size of P̂.66 (Here, size refers to the
number of non-identity tensor factors of P̂.) Optimizing the scheduling and
size of these circuits is an open area of research, but many improvements
are already known.67
Transformations of a quantum state must be unitary, which is an issue if
one wishes to prepare, e.g., ∂Ĥ=∂λ Ψ0j i on a quantum register (∂Ĥ=∂λ is
almost always not unitary). To circumvent this, one must decompose
∂Ĥ=∂λ as a sum of NU unitary operators, perform a separate circuit for each
unitary operator, and then combine the resulting measurements as
appropriate. Such a decomposition may always be performed using the
Pauli group (although better choices may exist). Each such decomposition
incurs a multiplicative cost of NU to the computation time, and further
increases the error in any final result by at worst a factor of N1=2U . This
makes the computational complexities reported in Table 2 highly
dependent on NU. The scaling of NU with the system size is highly
dependent on the operator to be decomposed and the choice of
decomposition. When approximating this in Table 3 we use a range
between OðNsysÞ (which would suffice for a local potential in a lattice
model) to OðN4sysÞ (for a two-body interaction).
To interface with the outside world, a quantum register needs to be
appropriately measured. Similarly to unitary transformations, one builds
these measurements from primitive operations, typically the measurement
of a single qubit in the Z basis. This may be performed by prior unitary
rotation, or by decomposing an operator Ô into NT Hermitian terms Ôi
(which may be measured separately). NT differs from NU defined above, as
the first is for a Hermitian decomposition of a derivative operator and the
second is for a unitary decomposition. Without a priori knowledge that the
system is near an eigenstate of a operator Ô to be measured, one must
perform nm repeated measurements of each Ôi to estimate hÔi to an
accuracy / n1=2m N1=2T . As such measurement is destructive, this process
requires nmNT preparations and pre-rotations on top of the measurement
time. This makes the computational costs reported in Table 2 highly
dependent on NT. The scaling of NT with the system size Nsys is highly
dependent on the operator Ô to be measured and the choice of
measurements to be made.11,33 In Table 3, we assume a range between
OðNsysÞ and OðN4sysÞ to calculate the approximate computation cost. This is
a slight upper bound, as terms can be measured simultaneously if they
commute, and error bounds may be tightened by accounting for the
covariance between non-commuting terms.11 The details on how this
would improve the asymptotic scaling are still lacking in the literature,
however, and so we leave this as an obvious target for future work.
Throughout this text we require the ability to measure a phase eiϕ
between the 0j i and 1j i states of a single qubit. (This information is
destroyed by a measurement in the Z basis, which may only obtain the
amplitude on either state.) Let us generalize this to a mixed state on a
single qubit, which has the density matrix65





where p0 þ p1 ¼ 1, and 0  pþ  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffip0p1p  0:5. If one repeatedly performs
the two circuits in Fig. 5 (which differ by a gate R ¼ I or R ¼ RZ ¼ eiπ4Z ), and
Table 3. Summary of approximations used to derive the scaling laws
with N sys in Table 1.












Fig. 5 Definition of the circuit element MT used throughout this
work to estimate the phase eiϕ on a single qubit. This is done by
repeatedly preparing and measuring the qubit along two different
axis, by a combination of rotation and Hadamard gates and
measurement MZ in the computational basis. The final measure-
ments may then be combined via Eq. (22).
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Symbols are defined throughout the Methods section
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estimates the probability of a final measurement m ¼ 0; 1, one may
calculate
2pþeiϕ ¼ Pðm ¼ 0jR ¼ IÞ  Pðm ¼ 1jR ¼ IÞ
þ iPðm ¼ 0jR ¼ RZÞ  iPðm ¼ 1jR ¼ RZÞ:
(22)
We define the circuit element MT throughout this work as the combination
of the two circuits to extract a phase using this equation. As above, the




Optimal decompositions for complicated unitary operators are not in
general known. For the electronic structure problem, one often wants to
perform time evolution by a Hamiltonian Ĥ, requiring a circuit for the
unitary operator U ¼ eiĤt . For a local (fermionic or qubit) Hamiltonian, the
length TU of the required circuit is polynomial in the system size Nsys.
However, the coefficient of this polynomial is often quite large; this
depends on the chosen Hamiltonian, its basis set representation, the filling
factor η (i.e., number of particles), and whether additional ancilla qubits are
used.4,5 Moreover, such circuits usually approximate the target unitary U
with some ~U with some bounds on the error ϵH ¼k U  ~UkS. This bound ϵH
is proportional to the evolution time t, providing a ‘speed limit’ for such
simulation.68 For the electronic structure problem, current methods
achieve scaling between OðN2sysÞ69 and OðN6sysÞ67,70 for the circuit length
TU, assuming η / Nsys (and fixed t, ϵ). (When η is sublinear in Nsys, better
results exist.71) The proven OðN6sysÞ scaling is an upper bound, and most
likely reduced by recent work.72,73 For simpler models, such as the
Hubbard model, scalings between Oð1Þ and OðNsysÞ are available.64,74 As
we require t / N1sys for the purposes of phase estimation (described in
Section IV G), this scaling is reduced by an additional factor throughout this
work (though this cannot reduce the scaling below Oð1Þ). For Table 3, we
use a range of TU ¼ Oð1Þ and TU ¼ OðN5sysÞ when approximating the
scaling of our methods with the system size.
Ground state preparation and measurement
A key requirement for our derivative estimation methods is the ability to
prepare the ground state Ψ0j i or an approximation to it on the system
register. Various methods exist for such preparation, including QPE (see
Section IV G), adiabatic state preparation,75 VQE,10,11 and more recent
developments.76,77 Some of these preparation methods (in particular
adiabatic and variational methods) are unitary, whilst others (phase
estimation) are projective. Given a unitary preparation method, one may
determine whether the system remains in the ground state by inverting
the unitary and measuring in the computational basis (Section IV C). By
contrast, such determination for QPE requires another phase estimation
round, either via multiple ancilla qubits or by extending the methods in
Section IV G. Unitary preparation methods have a slight advantage in
estimating expectation values of unitary operators Û; the amplitude
amplification algorithm39 improves convergence of estimating hÛi from
ϵ / T1=2 to ϵ / T1 (in a total computation time T ). However, this
algorithm requires repeated application of the unitary preparation while
maintaining coherence, which is probably not achievable in the near-term.
We list the computation time in Tables 1 and 2 both when amplitude
amplification is (marked with ) and is not available.
Regardless of the method used, state preparation has a time cost that
scales with the total system size. For QPE, this is the time cost KTU of
applying the required estimation circuits, where K is the total number of
applications of eiĤt .78 The scaling of a VQE is dependent on the variational
ansatz chosen.11,33 The popular UCCSD ansatz for the electronic structure
problem has a OðN5sysÞ computational cost if implemented naively.
However, recent work suggests aggressive truncation of the number of
variational terms can reduce this as far as OðN2sysÞ.33 We take this as the
range of scalings for our approximations in Table 1.
Systematic error from ground state approximations (state error)
Traditionally, VQEs are not guaranteed to prepare the true ground state






Recent work has provided means of expanding VQEs iteratively to make
the wavefunction error 1 ja0j2 arbitrarily small,79–81 although it is unclear
how the time cost of these procedures scale with the system size. One may
place very loose bounds on the error induces in the energy
2 k ĤkSð1 ja0j2Þ  jE0  ~E0j ¼
X
j>0
aj ajðEj  E0Þ
 δð1 ja0j2Þ  0;
(24)
where here k ĤkS is the spectral norm of the Hamiltonian (its largest
eigenvalue). (Note that while in general k ĤkS is difficult to calculate,
reasonable approximations are usually obtainable.) As ~Ψ0
  is chosen to
minimize the approximate energy ~E0, one expects to be much closer to the
smaller bound than the larger. For an operator D̂ (such as a derivative
operator ∂Ĥ=∂λ) other than the Hamiltonian, cross-terms will contribute to
an additional error in the expectation value D0 ¼ hjD̂ji








aj a0hΨj jD̂jΨ0i þ ðja0j2  1ÞD0
:
(25)











¼ ð1 ja0j2Þ; (26)
which leads to





Combining this with the error in the energy gives the bound








This ties the error in our derivative to the energy in our error, but with a
square root factor that unfortunately slows down the convergence when
the error is small. (This factor comes about precisely because we do not
expect to be in an eigenstate of the derivative operator.) Unlike the above
energy error, we cannot expect this bound to be loose without a good
reason to believe that the orthogonal component
P
j>0aj Ψj
  has a similar
energy gradient to the ground state. This will often not be the case; the
low-energy excited state manifold is usually strongly coupled to the
ground state by a physically-relevant excitation, causing the energies to
move in opposite directions. Finding methods to circumvent this issue are
obvious targets for future research. For example, one could optimize a VQE
on a cost function other than the energy. One could also calculate the
gradient in a reduced Hilbert space (see Section IV M) using eigenstates of
Ĥ
ðQSEÞ þ ϵD̂ðQSEÞ with small ϵ to ensure the coupling is respected.
Quantum phase estimation
Non-trivial measurement of a quantum computer is of similar difficulty to
non-trivial unitary evolution. Beyond learning the expectation value of a
given Hamiltonian Ĥ, one often wishes to know specific eigenvalues Ei (in
particular for the electronic structure problem, the ground and low-excited
state energies). This may be achieved by QPE.9 QPE entails repeated
Hamiltonian simulation (as described above), conditional on an ancilla
qubit prepared in the þj i ¼ 1ffiffi
2
p ð 0j i þ 1j iÞ state. (The resource cost in
making the evolution conditional is constant in the system size.) Such
evolution causes phase kickback on the ancilla qubit; if the system register
was prepared in the state
P
jaj Ψj




  ð 0j i þ eikEj t 1j iÞ: (29)
Repeated tomography at various k allows for the eigenphases Ej to be
inferred, up to a phase Ejt þ 2π  Ejt. This inference can be performed
directly with the use of multiple ancilla qubits,9 or indirectly through
classical post-processing of a single ancilla tomographed via the MT gate of
Fig. 5.39,78,82–85
The error in phase estimation comes from two sources; the error in
Hamiltonian simulation and the error in the phase estimation itself. The
error in Hamiltonian simulation may be bounded by ϵH (as calculated in
the previous section), which in turn sets the time for a single unitary TU .
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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Assuming a sufficiently large gap to nearby eigenvalues, the optimal
scaling of the error in estimating Ej is A1j t
1K1 (where Aj ¼ jaj j2 is the
amplitude of the jth eigenstate in the prepared state). Note that the phase
equivalence Ejt þ 2π ¼ Ejt sets an upper bound on t; in general we require
t /k ĤkS, which typically scales with Nsys. (This scaling was incorporated
into the estimates of TU in the previous section.) The scaling of the ground
state amplitude A0 with the system size is relatively unknown, although
numeric bounds suggest that it scales approximately as 1 αNsys3 for
reasonable Nsys, with α a small constant. Approximating this as N1sys implies
that K / N2sys is required to obtain a constant error in estimating the
ground state energy.
The error in estimating an amplitude Aj during single-ancilla QPE has not
been thoroughly investigated. A naive least-squares fit to dense estimation
leads to a scaling of n1=2m k1=3max , where nm is the number of experiments
performed at each point k ¼ 1; ¼ ; kmax. One requires to perform
controlled time evolution for up to kmax  maxðt1;A1j Þ coherent steps
in order to guarantee separation of ϕj from other phases. To obtain a













13Þ applications of eiĤt




contrast, multiple-ancilla QPE requires Nm repetitions of eiĤt with kmax ¼
maxðA10 ; t1Þ to estimate A0 with an error of ðA0ð1 A0ÞN1m Þ1=2. This
implies that Nm / A0 measurements are sufficient, implying K / NmA10
may be fixed constant as a function of the system size for constant error in
estimation of A0. Though this has not yet been demonstrated for single-
round QPE, we expect it to be achievable and assume this scaling in
this work.
The propagator and phase estimation method
In this section, we outline the circuits required and calculate the estimation
error for our newly developed PPE method for derivative estimation. A
prototype application of this method to a one-qubit system may be found
in the Supplementary Notes of this work.
Estimating expectation values with single-ancilla QPE
Though single-ancilla QPE only weakly measures the system register, and
does not project it into an eigenstate Ψj
  of the chosen Hamiltonian, it can
still be used to learn properties of the eigenstates beyond their
eigenvalues Ej . In particular, if one uses the same ancilla qubit to control
a further unitary operation Û on the system register, the combined (system
plus ancilla) state evolves from Eq. (29) toX
j;j0
ajð 0j i  Ψj
 þ eikEj thΨj0 jÛjΨji 1j i  Ψj0 Þ: (30)






j0 hΨj0 jÛjΨjieikEj t : (31)
Note that the gauge degree of freedom is not present in Eq. (31); if one re-
defines Ψj
 ! eiθ Ψj , one must send aj ! eiϕj aj , and the phase cancels
out. One may obtain gðkÞ at multiple points k via tomography of the ancilla
qubit (Fig. 5). From here, either Prony’s method or Bayesian techniques





j0 hΨj0 jÛjΨji.85 The amplitudes αj are often not terribly
informative, but this changes if one extends this process over a family of
operators U. For instance, if one chooses U ¼ eik0Ĥt V̂eikĤt (with V̂ unitary),







ik0Ej0 thΨj0 jV̂jΨji; (32)
from which a second application of Prony’s method obtains phases ωj0 ¼
Ej0 t with corresponding amplitudes
αj;j0  ajaj0 hΨj0 jV̂jΨji: (33)
Each subsequent application of QPE requires taking data with Uk fixed
from k ¼ 1; ¼ ; K to resolve K individual frequencies (and corresponding
eigenvalues). However, if one is simply interested in expectation values
hΨj jV̂jΨji (i.e., when j ¼ j0), one may fix k ¼ k0 and perform a single
application of the Prony’s method, reducing the number of circuits that
need to be applied from OðK2Þ to OðKÞ (see Fig. 6). The error in the
estimator αj;j (Eq. (33)) may be bounded above by the error in the
estimator αj (Eq. (32)). However, to estimate hΨj jV̂jΨji from Eq. (33), one
needs to divide by Aj . This propagates directly to the error, which then
scales as A1=2j N
1=2
m . Thus constant error in estimating hΨj jV̂jΨji is
achieved if K / Nsys.
PPE circuits
As presented, the operator V̂ in Fig. 6 must be unitary. However if one
applies additional phase estimation within V̂ itself, one can extend this
calculation to non-unitary operators, such as those given in Eq. (9). This is
similar in nature to calculating the time-domain Green’s function for small t
on a quantum computer (which has been studied before in refs. 41–43), but
performing the transformation to frequency space with the Prony’s
method instead of a Fourier transform to obtain better spectral resolution.
It can also be considered a generalization of ref. 37 beyond the linear








which is unitary if the P̂x are chosen to be a unitary decomposition of
∂Ĥ=∂λx . In Fig. 7, we show two circuits for the estimation of a second order
derivative with P̂ ¼ ∂Ĥ=∂λ1, Q̂ ¼ ∂Ĥ=∂λ2 (or some piece thereof). The
circuits differ by whether QPE or a VQE is used for state preparation. If QPE
is used for state preparation, the total phase accumulated by the ancilla




amanhΨmjP̂jΨjihΨj jQ̂jΨni ´ eik0tðEmþEnÞeik1tEj :





a0a0hΨ0jP̂jΨjihΨj jQ̂jΨ0ieik1tEj : (35)
A second application of the Prony’s method in k1 allows us to obtain the
required amplitudes
α0;j;0  a0a0hΨ0jP̂jΨjihΨj jQ̂jΨ0i; (36)
and the eigenvalues ωj  Ejt, allowing classical calculation of both the
amplitudes and energy coefficients required to evaluate Eq. (9). If a VQE is
used for state preparation instead, one must post-select on the system
register being returned to j 0!i. Following this, the ancilla qubit will be in
Fig. 6 A circuit to measure hΨj jV̂ jΨji without preparing Ψj
  on the
system register. The tomography box MT is defined in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 Circuits for calculating path amplitudes (Eq. (10)) for a
second-order derivative on a quantum computer (individual units
described throughout Section IV C), using either a VQE (top) or QPE
(bottom) for state preparation. Both circuits require an N-qubit
system register and a single ancilla qubit. Repeat measurements of
these circuit at different values of k (top) or k0 and k1 (bottom) allow
for the inference of the amplitude, as described in the text. MZ refers
to a final measurement of all qubits in the computational basis,
which is required for post-selection.
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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with an accumulated phase gðkÞ ¼ α0;0ðkÞ (where α0;0 is as defined above).
Here, jΨðVQEÞ0 i is the state prepared by the VQE unitary (which may not be
the true ground state of the system). Both methods may be extended
immediately to estimate higher-order amplitudes by inserting additional
excitations and rounds of QPE, resulting in amplitudes of the form
α0;0ðk1; ¼ ; kXÞ.
We note that the VQE post-selection does not constitute “throwing away
data”; if the probability of post-selecting Ψ0j i is p, we haveX
k1 ;¼ ;kX
jα0;0ðk1; ¼ ; kXÞj2 ¼ p; (37)
and as the variance in any term αi;jðk1; ¼ ; kXÞ scales as
jαi;jðk1; ¼ ; kXÞð1 αi;jðk1; ¼ ; kX ÞÞj, the absolute error in estimating a
derivative scales as p1=2 (note the lack of minus sign). (Note here that the
relative error scales as p1=2).
Energy discretization (resolution error)
The maximum number of frequencies estimatable from a signal
gð0Þ; ¼ ; gðkÞ is ðk þ 1Þ=2. (This can be seen by parameter counting; it
differs from the bound of k for QPE85 as the amplitudes are not real.) As the
time required to obtain gðkÞ scales at best linearly with k (Section IV D), we
cannot expect fine enough resolution of all 2Nsys eigenvalues present
in a Nsys-qubit system. Instead, a small amplitude Aðj1; ¼ ; jXÞ
(jAðj1; ¼ ; jXÞj  Δ) will be binned with paths A0ðl1; ¼ ; lXÞ of similar
energy (δ ¼ maxx jEjx  Elx j 	 Δ), and labeled with the same energy
EBx  Ejx  Ekx .85 Here, Δ is controlled by the length of the signal gðkÞ, i.e.,
Δ / max ðkÞ1. This grouping does not affect the amplitudes; as evolution
by eikĤt does not mix eigenstates (regardless of energy), terms of the form
Ψjx
  Ψlxh j do not appear. (This additional amplitude error would occur if
one attempted to calculate single amplitudes of the form hΨj jP̂jΨki on a
quantum device, e.g., using the method in Section IV G or that of ref. 37,
and multiply them classically to obtain a d > 1st order derivative.) The PPE






AB1 ;¼ ;BXA1 fAðE0; EB1 ; ¼ ; EBXA1 Þ;
AB1 ;¼ ;BXA1 ¼
X
jx2Bx
2 ReðAðj1; ¼ ; jXA1ÞÞ:
(38)
Classical post-processing then need only sum over the (polynomially many
in Δ) bins Bx instead of the (exponentially many in Nsys) eigenstates Ψjx
 ,
which is then tractable.
To bound the resolution error in the approximation
fAðE0; Ej1 ; ¼ ; EjXA1 Þ ! fAðE0; EB1 ; ¼ ; EBXA1 Þ, we consider the error if
Format="TEX">{E}_{j} were drawn randomly from bins of width k ĤkSΔ
(where k ĤkS is the spectral norm). The energy functions f take the form of
XA  1 products of 1EjxE0. If each term is independent, these may be
bounded as
ϵf  XAδðXA2Þ k ĤkSΔ; (39)
where δ is the gap between the ground and excited states. Then, as the
excitations P̂ are unitary, for each amplitude A one may boundX
B1 ;¼ ;BXA1
jAB1 ;¼ ;BXA j
2  1: (40)
Propagating variances then obtains
ϵD  dN1=2A δd2 k ĤkSΔ; (41)
where NA is the number of amplitudes in the estimation of D. As we must
decompose each operator into unitaries to implement in a circuit,
NA / NdU.
This bound is quite loose; in general we expect excitations ∂Ĥ=∂λ to
couple to low-level excited states, which lie in a constant energy window
(rather than one of width k ĤkS), and that contributions from different
terms should be correlated (implying that NA should be treated as
constant here). This implies that one may take Δ roughly constant in the
system size, which we assume in this work.
Sampling noise error
We now consider the error in calculating Eq. (38) from a finite number of
experiments (which is separate to the resolution error above). Following
Section IV G we have that, if QPE is used for state preparation
Var½AB1 ;¼ ;BXA1 
 / jAB1 ;¼ ;BXA1 jA10 N1m (42)
Var½f ðE0; EB1 ; ¼ ; EBXA1 Þ
 / XAδ
2XA4K2t2jAB1 ;¼ ;BXA1 j
2A20 : (43)
If one were to use a VQE for state preparation, the factors of A0 would be
replaced by the state error of Section IV F. We have not included this
calculation in Table 2 for the sake of simplicity. Then, assuming each term







Var½fAðE0; EB1 ; ¼ ; EBXA Þ
 AB1 ;¼ ;BXA
 2
þ Var½AB1 ;¼ ;BXA 
 fAðE0; EB1 ; EB2 ; ¼ ; EBXA Þ
 2:
(44)








þ δ2d2jAB1 ;¼ ;BXA jA10 N1m
o (45)
 NA δ2d2Δd2N1m A10 þ dδ2d4ΔdK2t2A20
n o
; (46)
where again NA / NdU . This result is reported in Table 2.
Eigenstate truncation approximation details
In this section, we outline the classical post-processing required to
evaluate Eq. (9) in the ETA, using QSE to generate approximate eigenstates.
We then calculate the complexity cost of such estimation, and discuss the
systematic error in an arbitrary response approximation from Hilbert space
truncation.
The chosen set of approximate excited states ~Ψj
  defines a subspace
HðQSEÞ of the larger FCI Hilbert spaceHðFCIÞ . To calculate expectation values
within this subspace, we project the operators Ô of interest (such as
derivatives like ∂Ĥ=∂λ) ontoHðQSEÞ , giving a set of reduced operators ÔðQSEÞ
(OðQSEÞi;j ¼ h~Ψi jÔj~Ψji). These are NE ´NE-dimensional classical matrices,
which may be stored and operated on in polynomial time. Methods to
obtain the matrix elements OðQSEÞi;j are dependent on the form of the ~Ψj
 
chosen. Within the QSE, one can obtain these by directly measuring40
hχ i jÔjχ ji ¼ hΨ0jÊ
y
i ÔÊj jΨ0i; (47)
using the techniques outlined in Section IV C, and rotating the basis from
fjχ jig to fj~Ψjig (using Eq. (14)).
The computational complexity for a derivative calculation within the
QSE is roughly independent of the choice of ~Ψj
 . The error ϵ may be
bounded above by the error in each term of the NE ´NE projected
matrices, which scales as either N1=2T n
1=2
m (when directly estimating),
A1=2j N
1=2




amplitude estimation algorithm). We assume that the N2E terms are
independently estimated, in which case ϵ scales with NE. In general this will
not be the case, and ϵ could scale as badly as N2E, but we do not expect this
to be typical. Indeed, one can potentially use the covariance between
different matrix elements to improve the error bound.40 As we do not
know the precise improvement this will provide, we leave any potential
reduction in the computational complexity stated in Table 2 to future work.
The calculation requires nm repetitions of NT circuits for each pair of NE
excitations, leading to a total number of nmNTN2E preparations (each of
which has a time cost TP), as stated in Table 2. (With the amplitude
amplification algorithm, the dominant time cost comes from running
OðNTN2EÞ circuits of length KTP.)
Regardless of the method of generating eigenstates, the ETA incurs a
systematic truncation error from approximating an exponentially large
number of true eigenstates Ψj
  by a polynomial number of approximate
T.E. O’Brien et al.
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eigenstates ~Ψj
  ¼Pl~Aj;l Ψlj i. This truncation error can be split into three
pieces. Firstly, an excitation P̂ Ψ0j i may not lie within the response
subspace HðQSEÞ , in which case the pieces lying outside the space will be
truncated away. Secondly, the term P̂ ~Ψj
  ~Ψj	 Q̂ may contain terms of the
form P̂ Ψj
  Ψlh jQ̂, which do not appear in the original resolution of the
identity. Thirdly, the approximate energies ~Ej may not be close to the true
energies Ej (especially when ~Ψj
  is a sum of true eigenstates Ψlj i with
large energy separation Ej  El ). If one chooses excitation operators Êj in
the QSE so that P̂ ¼Pjpj Êj , one completely avoids the first error source. By
contrast, if one chooses a truncated set of true eigenstates ~Ψj
  ¼ Ψj , one
avoids the second and third error sources exactly. In the Supplementary
Notes of this work, we expand on this point, and place some loose bounds
on these error sources.
Experimental methods
The experimental implementation of the geometry optimization algorithm
was performed using two of three transmon qubits in a circuit QED
quantum processor. This is the same device used in ref. 86 (raw data is the
same as in Fig. 1e of this paper, but with heavy subsequent processing).
The two qubits have individual microwave lines for single-qubit gating and
flux-bias lines for frequency control, and dedicated readout resonators
with a common feedline. Individual qubits are addressed in readout via
frequency multiplexing. The two qubits are connected via a common bus
resonator that is used to achieve an exchange gate
1 0 0 0
0 cosðθÞ i sinðθÞ 0
0 i sinðθÞ cosðθÞ 0





via a flux pulse on the high-frequency qubit, with an uncontrolled
additional single-qubit phase that was canceled out in post-processing.
The exchange angle θ may be fixed to a π=6000 resolution by using the
pulse duration (with a 1 ns duration) as a rough knob and fine-tuning with
the pulse amplitude. Repeat preparation and measurement of the state
generated by exciting to 01j i and exchanging through one of 41 different
choices of θ resulted in the estimation of 41 two-qubit density matrices ρi
via linear inversion tomography of 104 single-shot measurements per
prerotation.87 All circuits were executed in eQASM88 code compiled with
the QuTech OpenQL compiler, with measurements performed using the
qCoDeS89 and PycQED90 packages.
To use the experimental data to perform geometry optimization
for H2, the ground state was estimated via a VQE.
10,11 The Hamiltonian
at a given H–H bond length RHH was calculated in the STO-3G basis
using the Dirac package,51 and converted to a qubit representation
using the Bravyi–Kitaev transformation, and reduced to two qubits via
exact block-diagonalization12 using the Openfermion package52 and the
Openfermion–Dirac interface.53 With the Hamiltonian ĤðRHHÞ fixed, the
ground state was chosen variationally: ρðRHHÞ ¼ minρiTrace½ĤðRHHÞρi 
.
The gradient and Hessian were then calculated from ρðRHHÞ using the
Hellmann–Feynman theorem (Section II B) and ETA (Section IV M),
respectively. For the ETA, we generated eigenstates using the QSE, with
the Pauli operator XY as a single excitation. This acts within the number
conserving subspace of the two-qubit Hilbert space, and, being imaginary,
will not have the real-valued H2 ground state as an eigenstate. (This in
turn guarantees the generated excited state is linearly independent of the
ground state.) For future work, one would want to optimize the choice of
θ at each distance RHH, however this was not performed due to time
constraints. We have also not implemented the error mitigation strategies
studied in ref. 86 for the sake of simplicity.
Simulation methods
Classical simulations of the quantum device were performed in the full-
density–matrix simulator (quantumsim).49 A realistic error model of the
device was built using experimentally calibrated parameters to account
for qubit decay (T1), pure dephasing (T2), residual excitations of both
qubits, and additional dephasing of qubits fluxed away from the sweet
spot (which reduces T2 to T
;red
2 for the duration of the flux pulse). This
error model further accounted for differences in the observed noise
model on the individual qubits, as well as fluctuations in coherence
times and residual excitation numbers. Further details of the error model
may be found in ref. 86 (with device parameters in Table S1 of this
reference).
With the error model given, 100 simulated experiments were performed
at each of the 41 experimental angles given. Each experiment used unique
coherence time and residual excitation values (drawn from a distribution of
the observed experimental fluctuations), and had appropriate levels of
sampling noise added. These density matrices were then resampled 100
times for each simulation.
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